PEXIP CONNeCT

Essentials

Interop-enable your Microsoft Teams or Google Meet meetings so anyone can join using SIP or H323 video systems.

Make your virtual meetings universally compatible

With Pexip Connect Essentials, you can interop-enable your meetings so anyone can join your Microsoft Teams or Google Meet calls using standards-based video conferencing technology rooms and systems. Pexip automatically adds the necessary Cloud Video Interop (CVI) capabilities to your Teams meeting invites, or the necessary join capabilities for your Google Meet invites every time you schedule a meeting. Internal and external participants can simply join meetings, communicate, share content and collaborate the way they are used to.

Certified by Microsoft and Google

Being Certified for Microsoft Teams and Google Meet guarantees current and future functionality, support, and capabilities.

Make meetings interoperable

Make sure everyone can join your meetings and benefit from familiar in-meeting video and content sharing and collaboration experiences.

Make meetings more efficient

Pexip Connect Essentials automatically adds all the required compatibility components and join instructions to every meeting invite.

Use SIP/H323 systems to join Microsoft Teams or Google Meet meetings
Product Specifications
Pexip Connect Essentials is available for both Microsoft Teams and Google Meet. Simply choose your preferred meeting platform, and Pexip will automatically ensure SIP and H323 compatibility for all your virtual meeting invitations.

Key features
- Join Teams or Meet meetings with SIP or H323 video systems
- Meeting compatibility for internal and external participants
- Full dual-screen support (participants and content over two screens)
- In-room video endpoint HDMI content sharing
- Microsoft Teams activity notifications

Key specifications
- Certified capabilities and functionality
- Industry-leading Cloud Video Interop (CVI)
- Google Meet interoperability
- Software as a Service
- Real-time call monitoring
- Advanced analytics and diagnostics
- Bi-directional dual stream 1080p content sharing

Certified capabilities
Pexip is certified by Microsoft and Google, guaranteeing seamless integration with Microsoft Teams and Google Meet whilst meeting stringent security and reliability standards. Certification validates Pexip’s credibility and ensures compatibility with future product and feature developments, and is supported by all the respective parties.

About Pexip
Pexip, a global leader in video conferencing technology, empowers seamless communication across organizations regardless of technology platforms and security requirements. Pexip offers customizable and flexible solutions that integrate with existing technologies, enabling collaboration and productivity. Pexip is ISO/IEC 27001:2013 certified.

Pexip is a long-standing partner with both Microsoft and Google, and has provided certified interoperability solutions for their platforms for years. Pexip is a top-tier Microsoft partner, and was awarded SaaS Partner of the Year for 2022 by Microsoft Norway.

Read more about Pexip Connect Essentials at pexip.com/products/enterprise-room-connector